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The Realm of Aslor

ercevan has crossed 

swords with evil several 

times in his short career, 

defeating the villainous Baron 

Deadstone, combatting the 

sorcerer Zenzarael, and 

freeing his friend Ganael from 

the evil influence of his cursed 

sword. His most memorable 

encounter, however, was 

with the sorceress Balkis. 

Percevan’s friend Kervin and 

Balkis’s sister Ariel freed 

Percevan from her bewitchment, 

but magic may not have been all 

that drew them together…

Now, Percevan and Kervin enjoy 

a well-earned rest…
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The Realm of Aslor

Summer In the lands of 
Count John of Buckbriar.  
The air is hot and sweat 
comes easily…

The workers take a rest… …and then…!

Back, cursed one!  
Stay Back! Thirsty!
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The Realm of Aslor

A few leagues away…
Attack 

on flank…
parry right 

thrust!

 Get your guard 
up!

Are you all right, 
Sir William?

You beat 
me!

Ready 
Guimly? 1… 

2… 3…

It seems that the 
student has surpassed 

the teacher!

You’ve still got a 
few tricks up your 

sleeve, I’m sure.

Just then… 

A Devil!
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The Realm of Aslor

Youbizz 
bizzbizz!

Enough already…
Pfff… You’ve got  
no cause to 

gloat.

With my stomach 
empty, I can’t win 

at anything!
Let’s remedy  
the situation.

Creeeaaaaaakkkkkk!
Ahem!

? ?

please, Ladies!  
My poor guimly is 
faint with hunger!

Are you certain 
it’s Guimly who’s 

hungry?

Lady 
Gallantine, 
would I lie?

He prefers 
the lamb 

rare.

Why, yes, some  
sweet cream would  

do nicely!

This way…
don’t let lady 
gallantine see!
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The Realm of Aslor

This is a nice spot! 
What do you think?

bizz!

Nothing like a little 
snack between meals 

to lift the spirits!

Let’s see… ham  
or chicken?

Why not ham 
AND chicken!

?

Dis training  
isn’t sho bad,  

after all.

Hey! Careful 
there! That’s my 

goblet!

Wait…
where’s the 

wine?

I’ll be right back. 
Keep training.

!

KBiz!
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The Realm of Aslor

you believed him when 
he said his little beast 

only drank wine?

Well… he’s such  
a darling…

Wine is to cheese 
as pork is to 

beans!

Guimly?
WHere are you?

not very wise, hiding under 
the ham. I might’ve taken 

a bite out of you!

No more games! 
Come out! 

Guimly…?

GUIMLY?  
GUIMLY?

that Mace saved my 
uncle’s life at Damiette!

?
Percevan! 

Percevan! 
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The Realm of Aslor

HELP! QUICK! Help!  
GUIMLY! ASSASSIN!

I was in the kitchen… 
He was alone! Brute! We 

must do something!

Calm down! 
What’s the 

fuss?
Guimly’s Been 

guimlynapped!
Who would want to 

take Guimly?

It was 
Shyloc’h! I 

saw him!

snif!

Shyloc’h!? 
Balkis’s valet?

It was him! There 
aren’t two faces 
that ugly in all  

the world! 

Don’t worry, 
Milord, all goes 

well…

Elsewhere…

 …with each 
passing day, your 
cousin’s health 
fails. Soon, you’ll 

be king! 

Are you 
certain no 
antidote 
exists?


